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"Yoda Oraiah’s ambitious spiritual guidebook Cosmism
introduces an inclusive theology that’s shaped by science,
religion, and the arts.…The book tackles broad theological
questions about the nature of existence, about the cosmos,
and about the afterlife. It seeks to provide answers that are
backed by modern science, and it makes frequent appeals
to the work of Carl Sagan.…Cosmism is a broad, reasoned
guide through a spiritual perspective that encourages
human expansion."
- Foreword Clarion Reviews

Addressing the Questionable Neutrality and Integrity of Media in Canada
It seems I don’t look like Johnny Depp to deserve even the basic human right for a fair trial, lest
opportunities for all humans, and hopefully a decent standard of living for other highly sentient
lifeforms. I’ve decided to use a pen name and partially cover my identity because (1) it is a very
contentious religious book, and (2) I wish to put Cosmism and the prophetic brand in
innovative ways for better social utility and long-term use than add evanescent fame or glory to
my little life. Though I still believe the book’s content, quality, and cultural relevance are good
thoughts of people, and create some marketing buzz.
Firstly, I thank Foreword Clarion Reviews for providing a paid, publishable piece on my book. I
wish for more people to read the book and to feel free to give all sorts of reviews. But since I’m
dealing with a professional here, and as they like to say, “It’s all business and nothing
personal,” I’d like to show everyone how this very biased reviewer, for example, makes a
words, “These bursts of authorial self-recommendation undermine the neutrality and integrity
of the book’s arguments.”
I am merely a distillate-drinkin’, wife-whackin’, ignoble ‘Indian’ man and an irksome immigrant
fella, while you folks are the innately immaculate, entirely enlightened Elysian elves. But I am
also tall, dark, broad-shouldered, and handsome with a rich hair texture. ... I am the most
eligible candidate to become the next king or president.
The links to the entire review and a copy of that 2-page chapter are freely available on my
contorted in the review. I’d like to use this opportunity as a launchpad to start the conversation
lives of male minorities like me.
In that small chapter of my big book, I talk about how physical (ethnic) appearance, media, and
gossip play a big role in determining how a man is generally perceived and treated in society.
selectively twisting, exaggerating, or ignoring certain words and actions to attain its own
political goals or to demonize whatever group it dislikes. As if to prove my very point, you can

see how this reviewer purposefully makes no mention about the surrounding wit, sarcastic
tone, intelligent humour, my angry complaint of those who instinctively label and treat me
di erently like some second-class citizen, my central argument for human and gender equality
etc. This person even removes some important words in the middle of the block-quote and
replaces them with ellipsis. The removed part is the humorous bit mentioning that it is the
combined skills of a hairstylist and a media spokesperson which would help me appear as the
most eligible candidate for these top positions. By stripping away the crucial details and
projecting my words outside its proper context, this reviewer spoils the very integrity of my
arguments, leaves a tainted image for the previewers, and labels me self-aggrandizing. This
type for devilry called disinformation is exactly what I’m raising awareness about in my book.
It’s concerning how many people in this New World media and legal system are eager to distort
upon them. They readily tag such ugly social labels, which is exactly why I mentioned them to
show how fondly they can grab on to those labels to relentlessly condescend, insult, invalidate,
imprison, ostracize or “cancel out” people like me when we ask for equal, respectful treatment
and boldly question the corruption and hypocrisy in their daily political and religious practices.
It is many years of such systemic hatred, insidious microaggressions and manipulations, and
instinctual negative criticism and belittling of whatever earnest e orts I make that pushes me to
rebel, argue, pseudo-aggrandize, and feel angry, loveless, depressed, unworthy, and suicidal in
this abusive, feministic society that operates under the guise of equality. If they can
misinterpret and misrepresent such openly available information this way, imagine to what
extent they can twist matters behind closed doors, and they have done so many times in my
case to suit their own agenda. I have no faith for fairness or transparency in this heavily
discriminatory media and legal system and, with the maximum possible damage-control, I wish
cover up their years of cruel abuse of power by silencing me. There are many strong, sly,
suppressive sisters in society who’ll shamelessly step down to subterfuge, for they fear I’ll
weaken their hold on power by revealing the other side of the gentler sex to the world. But I am
school of thought called Cosmism will
shake and upset many fundamentalists. Find out why there will be “much weeping and
gnashing of teeth” among the close-minded Christians, Muslims, Jews, Hindus,
Buddhists, Atheists, Jingoists, Uberfeminists, Sexists, White Supremacists, and Racists
when they behold and hearken the sight and sound of the upcoming revolution called
Cosmism. I suppose introduction of novel ideas for discussion and asking for equal rights and
treatment are too much for some overpowered groups to accept. I have learnt that when the
hegemony, they’ll resort to their familiar, dishonourable tactics of spreading disinformation and
instigating every form of suppression. So, please expect a lot of undue hate, malice, bad
listen to what the spirit of the prophet Gandalf the Grey says through me, “You shall not pass!
killed or martyred yet.
Finally, if as they say, “The hero is only as good as the villain,” you know how awesome this
(anti)hero has (to) become! Bigger than Johnnyboy, for sure! That’s why the onus is now on the
general public to protect this spunky prophet, if they wish, and the timer is now set for their
Tired of this Unjustly Oppressed Life but Still Fightin’ with Hope for Us All,
Yoda Oraiah

